Network traffic replay plays an essential role in network security tests. However, performing traffic replay in a network is still a challenge due to the different scales of the live network and the replay network. In this study, we investigate three problems of the interactive traffic replay under a scaled-down replay environment and then propose a multi-node traffic replay method. In this method, a self-elected IP mapping algorithm is designed to construct the IP mapping between the target network and the live network, which reproduce the interaction between the nodes of the live network. We prove that the traffic aggregation problem is an NP-complete problem and design a divide and conquer algorithm to approximate an optimal solution. On this basis, a traffic replay algorithm based on minimum-delay forwarding mechanism is proposed to perform low-delay interactive traffic replay. The experimental results show that the method mentioned above enables us to better aggregate elephant flows and achieve high similarity in replay timing series and bandwidth, which can be employed to reproduce a real network scenario in network device tests and network security experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network traffic replay that can be used for any purpose in networking provides a powerful tool for network security experiments [1] - [4] . By capturing traffic from live networks and replaying it in a test environment, traffic replays can generate the background traffic in network testbeds [5] - [7] and reproduce real network scenarios in cyber ranges [8] - [12] . The traffic is usually captured in managed switches by port mirroring and saved as pcap files. During traffic replay in a target network, all the packets in the pcap files are received and forwarded by nodes while keeping the same sequence as that in the live network.
There are many available node-to-node network traffic replay tools, such as tcpreplay [13] , TCPivo, Deter [14] , Monkey, Mahimahi [15] , TCPOpera and ProxyReplay [16] . Nevertheless, under a limited hardware resource The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shagufta Henna. environment, the number of nodes in a target network is much less than that in live networks; i.e., the target network is a scaled-down live network. The tools above only deal with node-to-node replays and fail in multi-node to multi-node interactions. To the best of our knowledge, few studies have focused on traffic replay in multi-node interactive network situations. Lin et al. [17] studied multi-port traffic replay on network devices with an OpenFlow switch by On-The-Fly Capture and Replay. However, this is still not belonging to the category of multi-node replays. In this paper, we propose an interactive traffic replay method (ITRM), which enables multi-node to replay traffic realistically in a scaled-down network. After setting the numbers of client nodes and server nodes, the method can perform interactive traffic replay while maintaining timing consistent with the raw traffic. The main contributions of our work are summarized as following:
1) A self-elected strategy is proposed for mapping the IPs from a live network to a target network. Furthermore, by VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ parsing the pcap files captured from the live network, the IPs in the raw traffic files will be replaced by the IPs in the target network during a traffic replay process. 2) We propose a traffic aggregation algorithm to balance replay traffic in the target network even with the server number being much less than that in the live network. The traffic aggregation problem, modeled as a multiway number partitioning problem, is proved to be an NP-complete problem. A divide and conquer strategy is applied to obtain an approximate optimal solution. 3) Based on the IP mapping and traffic aggregation, we propose an interactive traffic replay method based on the minimum-delay forwarding mechanism that makes a best effort in guaranteeing the time during the traffic replay. 4) To evaluate the similarity between replay traffic and raw traffic, we employ cosine similarity in the occupied bandwidth to measure the fidelity of replay traffic. Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the replay method, which demonstrate the superiority of our method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews related work, section III introduces the approach of multi-node traffic replay, section IV presents our experiments and the results, and section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
Trace-based network simulation approaches focus on the reality of the generated network traffic [18] . Some existing methods [13] - [19] can be used to replay the packet traces faithfully, e.g., tcpreplay [13] that replays network traffic in a pcap file at a chosen rate without interaction. Employing low overhead timers and a valid file accessing method, DETER [14] captures all the interactive traffic in a TCP connection all the time for all the hosts and replays selected packets to reproduce performance issues in low overhead. Moreover, ProxyReplay [16] maintains queues for request-response pairs to accomplish application-level network traffic replay, which resolves the issues in protocol dependency, concurrent replay, functional dependency, and error resistance. By calculating the similarity between the physical network and the virtual network, Li et al. [19] found an optimal IP mapping to replay the traffic in a virtual network. Ku et al. [20] proposed a method named Eventdriven Automata-synchronized Replay to replay real traffic in a WLAN in which event reproduction ratio (ERR) was used to evaluate the performance of the method. Furthermore, traffic replay at multiple ports on one device under test (DUT) has been discussed previously [17] , and Lin et al. [17] also presented a mechanism, On-The-Fly Capture to play traffic at multiple ports of one device, to test network devices in an operational network. The comparison of the network traffic replay tools is shown in Table 1 .
In addition to the replay tools, researchers have also attempted to study the replay mechanisms to improve the replay performance in a complex environment. In terms of interactive network traffic replay, Chu et al. [18] mathematically formulated the traffic controllability into a target tracking problem, in which the output volume is regulated by adjusting the input traffic volume. Both model-based and model-free approaches based on TCP packet headers make adequate tracking of output traffic volume possible. A balance-based method [21] has been proposed to improve the performance of interactive TCP traffic replay based on the fact that two communicating peers remain synchronized using data acknowledgment in TCP protocol. A replay tool named SocketReplay with the (N, M, P) capturing scheme was implemented by Lin et al. [22] , which provides an effective way to capture and replay large-scale network traffic with a low-storage requirement, loss recovery, and realized stateful and selective replay. The comparison of different network traffic replay mechanisms is shown in Table 2 .
To summarize, many efforts have been made for generating realistic traffic flows based on trace-based methods. However, achieving realistic traffic replay in a scaled-down target network remains a challenge in effectively organizing multi-node interactive traffic replay while reducing packet delay; therefore, we propose a novel interactive traffic replay method to realize a realistic traffic replay in a scaled-down environment without any control node.
III. INTERACTIVE ALGORITHMS FOR MULTI-NODE TRAFFIC REPLAY
With the development of network technology, more and more unknown network security incidents have emerged, including network behavior anomaly and traffic anomaly. Network traffic replay becomes an important means in network traffic anomaly detection. However, the node-to-node replay method mentioned above cannot reproduce the network scenarios faithfully.
In this section, firstly, we propose the concept of the multinode replay, and then build an abstract model to analyze the problem in a multi-node network environment. Finally, three algorithms are proposed to achieve multi-node traffic replay.
A. BACKGROUND
In a network testbed or a cyber range, traffic replays are widely used in the generation of background traffic and reproduction of the network scenarios. When unknown attacks occur in the network, the process of abnormal attack can be analyzed thoroughly by multi-node to multi-node traffic replay, which is also utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of network devices and security policies by repetitive experiments.
B. BUILDING A MODEL FOR MULTI-NODE TRAFFIC REPLAY
We abstract the multi-node replay as a model, as shown in Figure 1 . The raw traffic (.pcap file), pre-recorded from managed switches, is stored in a storage server and divided into two categories: client traffic and server traffic. The local computers (clients) are mapped to c 1 , . . . , c n , and the remote computers (servers) are assigned to s 1 , . . . , s m . The c i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and s j (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) perform interactive traffic replay by reading and forwarding client packets and server packets respectively after downloading pcap files from the storage server. In our model, each client node performs interactive traffic replay coordinately with associated server nodes while keeping the fundamental properties of the traffic. The issues are listed as following:
1) IP MAPPING
In this process, c i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and s j (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) extract traffic from the downloaded pcap files. In practical applications, the IPs in a target network are different from those in the raw traffic file. Moreover, the number of IPs in the raw traffic file is more than that in the target network. Accordingly, the IPs in the raw traffic are mapped to the IPs in the target network, as shown in Figure 2 . The question is how to establish a mapping relationship between the IPs in the live network and in the target network. Given the scaled-down target network, the IP mapping is for implementing the traffic replay in the target network. Definition 1: An IP mapping is a function f (x i ) = y j , where x i is the IP in the live network (pcap file) and y j is the IP in the target network.
The IPs in a raw traffic file will be replaced by the IPs in the target network according to the IP mapping, which ensures that the interactive relationship in the target network is the same as the live network.
2) SERVER TRAFFIC AGGREGATION
Along with the client's IP mapping, the server's IPs in the pcap file that interacts with the selected client's IPs in the live network can be easily traced. Nevertheless, it is common that one client interacts with multiple servers in a period of time. Besides, the number of servers in a target network is much smaller than that in the live network due to the limited hardware resource and thus, we have to aggregate the traffic of the servers that interact with the selected clients in the live network and assign the aggregated traffic to a specified number of servers. The question is how to distribute all the server traffic evenly into specified number servers, which is a crucial issue that should be considered in the study of multinode traffic replay.
Definition 2: Traffic aggregation is the process of distributing the traffic of M nodes to K nodes while achieving load balancing, where M > K and the traffic in one node is not allowed to be split.
Traffic aggregation enables the limited hardware to replay the raw traffic file captured from a large-scale network without destroying the integrity of traffic flow.
3) TRAFFIC REPLAY
In this process, using the established IP mapping relation, each node performs an interactive traffic replay concurrently. The nodes in the target network also establish new connections according to the interaction in the raw traffic file based on IP mapping and traffic aggregation. An important issue is how to conduct a high-fidelity traffic replay to keep the timing series of the raw traffic.
To deal with the issues from the above model, we need to solve the following three problems: 1) How to map IPs from nodes in a live network to that in a target network without any IP conflict? 2) How to distribute the traffic generated by a large number of servers to a small number of servers while taking the traffic balance of the target network into account? 3) How to maintain the timing series during the traffic replay and evaluate the traffic similarity between the raw traffic and the replay traffic?
In the next section, three algorithms for the three problems above are proposed, respectively. Here, we make the following two assumptions: 1) Each node has its own unique IP and ID. 2) Each client node knows the IPs of all server nodes in the replay environment and vice versa.
C. ALGORITHMS
In this section, we propose three algorithms corresponding to the three problems mentioned in section B. The first one is an algorithm for IP mapping from a live network to a target network. The second algorithm is an algorithm for traffic aggregation and the last one is for the interaction and timing guaranteed traffic replay in the target network. Algorithm 1 describes a self-elected IP mapping algorithm. Server nodes are used to map the clients' IPs from a live network to a target network. The client nodes send their IDs to all the server nodes, and the server nodes elect the ID sequence and send it to all the client nodes. IP mapping is implemented by merging the elected ID sequence and clients' IPs in the pcap file. We assume that each node obtains noncompetitive IPs of all clients and servers in the pcap file. All the clients' IPs to be mapped are stored in IPlist before running Algorithm 1.
To simplify the description of the algorithms, we use the data structure list and hashmap, which are also used in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 1 Self-Elected IP Mapping Algorithm
Input: IPlist{IP 1, . . . , IP n }. Output: IPmap {(IP 1 , IP 1 '), . . . , (IP n , IP n ')}, where IP i is the IP address in a given live network, and IP i ' is the IP address in a given target network. (IP i , IP i ') (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) means that one IP (IP i ) in the live network is mapped into another IP (IP i ') in the target network. Variables: local_role: The role of the node with value ''client'' or ''server'' . IP_IDlist: the list of maps (IP, ID). IP_SEQhash: the hashmap of (IP, SEQ). Description: Begin:
Step 1:
Check the value of variable local_role, if the value is equal to ''client'' , go to Step2, else if the value is equal to ''server'', go to step3.
Step 2: S2. The interaction process in Algorithm 1 can also be illustrated in Figure 3 . The IP of each client in the live network is mapped to a unique IP in the target network by the return value IPmap, and then will be replaced by the node's IP in the target network completely during traffic replay.
As demonstrated in Figure 3 , until each client node has sent it's (ID i , IP i ) pair to a server node, the server node does not sort the ID i of each client node, or merge (ID i , SEQ i ) and (IP i , ID i ) into (IPi, SEQ i ). All the server nodes are certain to acquire the same values (IP i , SEQ i ), representing the mapping relationship mentioned in Algorithm 1, because of running the same algorithm with the same input, so do client nodes. In other words, all the nodes achieve the same IP mapping relation by running Algorithm 1.
In constructing Algorithm 2, we notice that the number of server's IPs in the pcap file is much more than that in the target network. Consequently, all the traffic from the servers must
Algorithm 2 Traffic Aggregation Algorithm
Input: IP_packet, m, where value IP_packet is a list of (IP, packetsize) pairs, and value packetsize is the sum of the packet sizes in one node with the given IP, and value m is the number of nodes in the target network. Output: grouplist, where value grouplist is an array in which the grouping result is stored. Variables: avg: The average value of the size of packets in bits. lar_than_avg: The serial number of groups whose sum is larger than the given average value. local_role: The role of the node with value ''client'' or ''server'' . be aggregated to a specified number of groups. We propose a traffic aggregation algorithm with the precondition that all traffic from one node must be aggregated to one node in the target network. Otherwise, the integrity of network traffic is compromised.
The description of the traffic aggregation problem (TAP) is as following.
Assume that there are n positive integers, x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , where x i denotes the sum of all packet size in bits of node i, (i = 1, . . . , n) in the live network. Next, we want to divide {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } into m groups, and each group is assigned to one node in the target network. Let N k (k = 1, . . . , m) 1, . . . , m) . Each y k is assigned to node N k , such that x k 1 + . . . + x k n are as nearly equal as possible for k = 1, . . . , m. Formal language is used for describing the traffic aggregation problem as following:
where m is the number of nodes, x = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, y = {y k |y k = {x k 1 , . . . , x k n } and ∩y k = ∅} and denote |y k | = x k 1 + . . . + x k n , assume |y 1 | = . . . = |y m |}.
With the analysis above, we have the following theorem: Theorem 1: The traffic aggregation problem is NPcomplete.
Proof: (1) To prove TAP is NP-complete, we first prove that TAP belongs to NP. Given an instance of the problem, we use < x , y > as a certificate. A verification algorithm can check whether the total sum of sizes of the traffic in every server is approximately equal to each other. The process can certainly be finished in polynomial time. Thus TAP belongs to NP.
(2) We then prove that TAP is NP-hard. Without loss of generality, we first prove 2-way number partitioning is NPhard. For m = 2, set-partition problem P 2-way number partitioning. Furthermore, the multi-way number partitioning problem (MWNPP) [23] P TAP; therefore, TAP is NP-hard.
By (1) and (2), we conclude that TAP is NP-complete. Similar to multi-way number partitioning, there are at least three constraints for traffic aggregation: 1) Minimize the sum of the traffic sizes of the largest subset.
2) Maximize the sum of traffic sizes of the smallest subset.
3) Minimize the difference between the sum of traffic sizes of the largest and smallest subset.
Any two of these constraints are not equivalent to each other for three or more ways number partitioning [24] . We design an algorithm to find an approximate optimal solution using the divide and conquer strategy, which minimizes the sum of traffic sizes of the largest subset. The traffic aggregation algorithm is given as following: Although intelligent algorithms such as optimization simulated annealing [25] and Hill climbing [26] are widely used to approximate NP-complete problems, most of them require parameters tuning for different input data, which is unsuitable for network experiments. Compared with the intelligent algorithms mentioned above, our Algorithm 2 ensures that all the nodes will obtain the same aggregation result without needing to tune the parameters. On running Algorithm 2, all the nodes will obtain the group number of the IPs of the servers that interact with the given client nodes. Moreover, for severs' IPs mapping, Algorithm 1 is also applicable. The servers' IPs in the same group will be replaced by the server IP of the target network during the period of replaying.
By running Algorithm 1, the client nodes in the target network acquire the mapping client's IPs of the live network and to get the destination IPs, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 1 should be run.
In order for the server nodes in the target network to acquire the mapping servers' IPs of the live network and get the destination IPs, we run Algorithm 2, followed by running Algorithm 1. The IP mapping mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4 .
It is well-known that elephant flows carry most (e.g., 80%) of the traffic using small numbers connections, while mice flows carry minimal traffic using the most connections [27] - [30] . Algorithm 2 recalculates the average packet size in the remaining group during elephant flows to avoid the last group from being ''starved''. In the scaled-down multinode environment, the same interactive relationship as in the live network is constructed between all nodes by running Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.
There are many studies on the replay mechanisms, such as balance-based performance enhancement, real-time volume control, and state-based protocol semantics warranty. However, considering that similarity is one of the most critical factors in reproducing the scenario for network experiments, we propose the minimum-delay forwarding mechanism to perform strict timing series traffic replay by running Algorithm 3. Under the assumption that each node has an identical system clock without synchronization error, all nodes forward the payload while keeping pace with the node with mapping IP in the raw traffic file as much as possible.
As shown in Algorithm 3, the variable IPmap from the return value of Algorithm 1 is used to calculate and replace the original destination IP during replay. The measurement unit for the timestamp of the packet is microseconds in a pcap file, while the shortest NIC listening time is 1 ms. A top integral function, the ceil(), is invoked to obtain the upper limit of the NIC listening time. High-resolution timers (the nanosleep() and the select()) are used to enable the nodes to replay traffic in strict accordance with the timing series. The node sends the payload to the receiver according to the value of the variable delta, which is used to compensate for the forwarding time, namely, the program will sleep for the length of delta µs when delta > 0 during packets sending. The expression Tr-Ts is the system response time. The number of lost packets will increase by 1 if the node has not received the packet within the length of delta µs during packets receiving. Each node forwards the payload when the current absolute time reaches the time recorded in the pcap file, which is used to ensure that the forward delays are minimal.
To summarize, to realistically replay the pre-record pcap file in a target network, we employ Algorithm 1 to map node's IPs in the pcap file to those in the target network and Algorithm 2 to distribute the traffic in the pacp file evenly to the nodes in the target network. Algorithm 3 is used to perform interactive network traffic replay.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we use a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of the ITRM algorithms on timing series similarity and occupied bandwidth similarity based on comparing the raw traffic with the replay traffic. We introduce the calculation method as below.
Timing series similarity:
We define a two-tuple <t, l> to describe the characteristics of a packet, where t represents the timestamp when it was sent, and l is its length. The raw traffic characteristic is expressed as Pr = {< t 1 , l 1 >, . . . , < t n , l n >}, where n is the count of the packets, and the replay traffic characteristic is expressed as Pb = {< t 1 , l 1 > , . . . , < t n , l n >}. The average and standard deviation of the time delay are calculated using (1) and (2) . In our studies, t 1 and t 1 is 0, and then the average packet delay is used to measure the timing series similarity between the raw traffic and the replay traffic.
The bandwidth similarity: We utilize the cosine similarity, which is widely used to measures the similarity between two vectors of an inner product space, to measure the similarity of the bandwidth, which is shown in (3), where n i and n i are packet size in bits during i th second for raw traffic and replay traffic respectively.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We have performed the experiments in a private cloud based on OpenStack (Mitaka) with 20 compute nodes (Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4116 CPU @ 2.10GHz, 128G DDR4 memory and 3.3T hard disk). The experimental environment is composed of virtual nodes (client nodes and server nodes) and virtual links, which is deployed as shown in Figure 5 . As shown in Figure 5 , each virtual node has its unique IP and ID, and the nodes also get the IPs of the nodes with which they may interact. Each virtual node is running on the CentOS 7.5.1804 with 2vCPU, 4G virtual memory and 40G virtual hard disk. The nodes download the pcap file from a server and perform the network traffic replay under the same high-resolution system clock. The replay traffic is simultaneously re-captured and stored in the node for the contrast experiments. In this environment, we generate multiple virtual nodes and construct a virtual network, and then perform multi-node interactive traffic replay experiments.
B. MULTI-WAY NUMBER PARTITIONING EXPERIMENT
We list the server's IPs that interact with two clients in Table 3 , in which the server with IP 58.59.70.122 processes the most packets. The duration of the traffic replay is set as 2 minutes. The sum of the packet size is 333732 bits, and the average is 111244 bits if the traffic of the 26 servers is aggregated into three servers. We can infer that there is an elephant flow in the pcap file. In the group number column of Table 3 , the left-hand side shows the result of the algorithms in [25] , [26] , [31] , and the right-hand side shows those from our ITRM. The result shows that group [2] does not appear on the left-hand side because the value in group [0] is 68.2% (227847/333732) of the sum of the volume of the packet, which leads to the value in group [1] being much smaller than 111244 and group [2] is ''starved''. In contrast, ITRM aggregates the servers correctly into three groups. Test data that are random numbers are not the focus of this paper; therefore, the results of comparisons with other algorithms, in terms of multi-way number partitioning to random numbers, are not given in this paper.
C. TIMING SERIES SIMILARITY EXPERIMENTS
We use packet delay to evaluate the similarity of the replay timing series. To eliminate the environmental impacts on testing results, we replay the pcap file in 2C(client)-3S(server) and 4C(client)-5S(server) target networks for ten rounds, respectively. Although we have performed traffic replay experiments with more nodes, we find 2C-3S and 4C-5S are enough and representative. The replay is set up for 2 minutes for each round. The virtual clients and virtual servers are recreated and destroyed for each round experiment by OpenStack to generate different running environments. Though we cannot demonstrate all ten rounds here, we inspect each of them and find they have a similar trend, so we show one round result in the following. The packet delay for each node of 2C-3S is shown in Figure 6 .
As illustrated in Figure 6 , most of the packet delay is less than 1.0 ms. For each node, the time length of packet delay does not increase with increasing of the number of replay packets. The replay packet number of each node, as shown in Figure 6 (a)- Figure 6 (e), is different; however, the time length of packet delay does not increase as the number of packets increases, e.g., compared with other nodes, client1 replays the most number of packets, while the packet delays of client2 are worse than those of client1. Most of the packet delays in client2 are above 0.1 ms, as shown in Figure 6(b) .
The packet delay distribution for each node is demonstrated in Figure 7 .
From Figure 7 , we conclude that the packet delay ranges from 0 to 1.6 ms, and most of the packet delays are 0 ms for each node except for client2 in Figure 7 the most packets (2400 packets) in the experiment and while client2 replays the least (less than 1000 packets). The delays are put into Table 4 for the purpose of statistics. Table 4 demonstrates the statistical values of the time delay per packet for each host. All the statistical values of packet delays of client2 are higher than that of all other nodes, and the next is server1. The reason is that client2 and server1 sleep longer than other virtual nodes (VN). The timer in a VN is less accurate than that in a physical host, and the longer the sleep time, the larger the timer error.
Traffic replay is also performed in a network with four clients and five servers (4C-5S) using the same pcap file, with the result shown in Table 5 . We conclude that the average packet delay is less than 0.3 ms without a significant increase compared with 2C-3S.
D. BANDWIDTH SIMILARITY EXPERIMENTS
Next, the occupied bandwidth is used to compare the replay traffic with raw traffic in 2C-3S and 4C-5S, respectively. We use the number of packets sent per second (pps) to measure the bandwidth. The calculation method is demonstrated in Equation (3). The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 8 .
As depicted in Figure 8 , the replay traffic and the raw traffic have high bandwidth similarities in client1, server1, and server3, which are 99.8%, 99.9%, and 100%, respectively. The value of bandwidth similarity of server2 is smaller than that of all the other VNs because the time interval between two adjacent packets in server2 is greater than that of other nodes, which leads to more explicit time error. The ratio of the bandwidth in replay traffic to that in raw traffic is used to calculate the bandwidth accuracy. The bandwidth accuracy and similarity in 2C-3S and 4C-5S are shown in Table 6 and Table 7 , respectively.
E. TIME DELAY COMPARISON EXPERIMENT WITH TCPREPLAY
Now, we compare the packet delays between ITRM and tcpreplay (v4.2.5) applications in a traffic replay experiment, which is arranged as following. Each application sends payload for one minute and simultaneously capture the traffic in the pcap file before comparing the time delay of each packet. The bandwidth occupied by raw traffic is 250kbps with uniform speed. The compared results are shown in Figure 9 .
As demonstrated in Figure 9 , the packet time delay in tcpreplay and ITRM is relatively stable when replaying 1000 packets. The packet delays are less than 0.4 ms for most packets. However, the packet delay of ITRM is much less than that of tcpreplay. The average packet delay is 0.0151 ms and 0.1605 ms for ITRM and tcpreplay, respectively. The experiment illustrates that ITRM significantly improves replay accuracy in that we make a best effort in guaranteeing that the timing series of the replay traffic is the same as the raw traffic.
Compared with DETER [14] , whose packet delay is lower than 5 µs, the average packet delay of ITRM is longer. One reason is that DETER modified the kernel code of Linux to reduce the delay ACK timeout. Another is that the packet is generated by sampling in DETER, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
F. SUMMARY
By summarizing the experimental results, we can draw the following conclusions: 1) Considering the frequent occurrence of elephant flows and mice flows on the Internet, the ITRM can obtain more balanced traffic aggregation results. 2) In interactive network traffic replay, most packet delays are not greater than 0.1 ms, while the average time delay is less than 0.3 ms in 2C-3S and 4C-5S networks.
The packet delays and occupied bandwidth accuracy are not affected by the number of nodes if the traffic is not over node's replay capability. Compared with tcpreplay in terms of packet delays, the ITRM is much less, which makes the latter replay more realistic than the former.
3) The bandwidth similarity is influenced by the number of forwarded packets per second, and the accuracy of the sleep time is affected by the length of sleep time, which also influences the bandwidth similarities between raw traffic and replay traffic. The longer the sleep time, the longer the packet delay. In contrast to other network traffic replay tools, this method can autonomously map the IPs of the nodes between a live network and a replay network, given the topology of the replay network. Moreover, For the crucial issue arisen in multi-node interactive traffic replay under a scaled-down network environment, this method achieves a balanced traffic replay. Experimental results show that this method accomplishes high similarity with respect to timing series and bandwidth interactive network traffic replay in a scaled-down network environment.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we thoroughly analyzed the issues of interactive network traffic trace replay in a scaled-down observation environment. We aim to construct a method to replay a raw network traffic file in a given network environment. All nodes in the given network are grouped into client nodes and server nodes, and all the nodes run the same algorithms. The raw traffic is divided into two categories: client packets and server packets. A client node sends client packets to the servers which interact with the client in raw traffic and vice versa. To realize correct IP replacement during replay, the algorithm based on a self-elected strategy is implemented to build the IP mapping relation between the IPs in the live network and the target network. By modeling the traffic aggregation problem as a multi-way number partitioning problem, we have obtained an approximate optimal solution and have distributed server packets to the servers in the target network evenly. The aggregation algorithm enables the elephant flow and mice flow in the raw traffic to become appropriately balanced while maintaining the original interaction in the live network. We evaluate the timing series similarity and bandwidth similarity of the ITRM by a series of experiments. In terms of replay accuracy, we have compared the ITRM with tcpreplay on packet time delay. The traffic aggregation method is not only suitable for server traffic, but also can be used for client traffic if all the traffic to be replayed in the target network. The ITRM makes it possible for multi-mode to perform interactive traffic replay in a scaled-down network with higher similarity.
Since the research is the first in the area of multi-node interactive traffic replay, it comes with certain limitations. One is all the nodes must download and then read the whole pcap file, which may affect the efficiency of the method. The solution is to decompose the pcap file and distribute only interactive traffic to each node.
Another possible limitation is the large-scale network traffic aggregation issues. The large-scale network traffic with bandwidth larger than 10Gbps from the backbone router in WAN may be beyond the processing capacity of the virtual machine when merely considering packet size in bits. The interval time between two adjacent packets is also an essential factor for traffic aggregation.
Future research directions are in but not limited to the following two aspects:
1) How to perform big traffic data replay in national network security testbed for ultra-large-scale network experiments.
2) To real-time simulate current network scenarios, we need a new method to achieve On-the-Fly traffic capture and replay in the target network.
